Wordscapes level 4809 answers
Wordscapes level 4809 in the Frigid Group and Icicle Pack contains 11 words
and the letters ADSTUW making it a relatively moderate level.
This puzzle 50 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 56,365 words and 232,123 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
SAT, SAW, TAD, WAD, WAS, TAU, DUST, STUD, SWAT, SUDS, SAWDUST.
The extra or bonus words are:
STAW, WUSS, WADTS, SUS, SAUTS, UDS, DAS, STAWS, TASS, DAWS, SWAD, WUS, DATU,
SAU, STUDS, TADS, SAD, DUSTS, DAUT, TWAS, ASS, WUD, UTS, WATS, DAWTS, TWA,
ADUST, ADS, WADS, DAW, SWADS, WAST, TAW, SUD, SAUT, UTAS, WUDS, WASTS, WADT,
TAWS, ATS, TAS, SADS, DAUTS, SWATS, UTA, SAWS, WAT, TAUS, DAWT.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4809
SAT - Simple past tense and past participle of sit.
SAW - A tool with a toothed blade used for cutting hard substances, in particular woo
d or metal.
TAD - A small amount; a little bit.
WAD - An amorphous, compact mass.
WAS - First-person singular simple past tense indicative of be.
TAU - The name of the letter T/· in the Greek, Hebrew and ancient Semitic alphabets,
being the nineteenth letter of the Classical and Modern Greek, the twentieth letter o
f Old and Ancient Greek.
DUST - Fine, dry particles of matter found in the air and covering the surface of obj
ects, typically consisting of soil lifted up by the wind, pollen, hair, etc.
STUD - A male animal, especially a stud horse (stallion), kept for breeding.
SWAT - To beat off, as insects; to bat, strike, or hit.
SUDS - Lather, foam.
SAWDUST - Collective name for the fine particles (dust) of wood created by sawing.

